Division of Business and Management

BNU-HKBU United International College (UIC) in Zhuhai, China

About the University The College, founded jointly by Beijing Normal University and Hong Kong Baptist University in October 2005, is the first full-scale collaboration between academic institutions from both mainland China and Hong Kong. UIC aims to produce graduates with an international perspective, who are fluent in both English and Chinese, and who have knowledge and experience of China, Hong Kong and the world at large.

Professor/Senior Lecturer in Business and Management Applicants should have a PhD with demonstrated strength in research and commitment to teaching. We are particularly interested in qualified applicants with relevant academic expertise and teaching experience in finance, applied economics, accounting, management, marketing, global business and entrepreneurship. Applicants are also encouraged from candidates whose research and teaching programs are inter disciplinary in business and management, and whose instructional programs will bring innovation to the curriculum of contemporary business and management studies.

Appointment Terms The appointment to these positions will initially be made on a fixed-term contract of one or two years. More flexible terms of appointment may be negotiated.

Salary Range Starting rank and salary will depend on qualification and experience. Fringe benefits including medical benefits, annual leave and housing will be provided where applicable.

Applications and Nomination

Sent to:
HR Department
BNU-HKBU United International College, F401, UIC Building
No.28 Jinfeng Road, Tangjiawan, Xiangzhou District
Zhuhai, Guangdong Prov.
China
519085

or by email to recruit@uic.edu.hk Tel: +86 756 3620061

Applications should contain complete curriculum vitae of the candidate, with the names and contact addresses of three referees. The recruiting process starts from July 2008 to the end of October 2008.